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Plans for developing ECM WF’s forecasting system
Operational experience
Numerical modelling ofthe atmosphere
Observational data and its analysis
@,Weather Forecasting will be reviewed. It is intended to cover .
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Installation of IBM 3090-150E for data handling OCR Output
1987 Improved treatment of land surface processes
1986 and DEC telecommunications system (vAx)
1985 Installation of CRAY X-MP/48 mainframe
1985 T106 spectral model
1984 and IBM data storage system
1983- lnstallation of CRAY X-MP/22 mainframe
1983 16—level T63 spectral model
1981 Dissemination on GTS
780 Full operational production
(N48 grid point model)
1979 Start of operations 5 days/week
mainframe, CYBER front end, RC telecommunications
Installation of first computer system : CRAY 1-A1978
OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES
1978 Headquarters building completed
1975 ECMWV convention in torce
1973 ECMWF convention signed
ESTABLISHMENT
per annum at 1971 prices
Report on ’EMCC’ : Net benefit of £100m1971
meteorological computing 8: research centre
1969 Expert group in meteorology propose joint
co-operation in science ond technology






FULL LEVELS 19-LEVEL MODEL
















into high. middle and low clouds for the new cloud prediction scheme. OCR Output
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areas and the soil hydrology OCR Output
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Gtransrnission on GTS











during each day is about 80 million
number ol bits ol inlorrnation received
ECMWF's computer system. The total
throughout the day and are stored in
passes. Data are received intermittently
at Otlenbach. through which the GTS
Bracknell and the Deutscher Wetlerdienst
both the UK Meleor0l0gicalOt1ice at
and receives them by a high speedtink 10
on ttie GTS, ECMWF requires all these data
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Error (m)
500hPa N.HemIspher¤ 1986/87
Lorenz curve
